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About This Game

STORY

Her parents are famous writers and big fans of Shakespeare. Hoping for daughter filled with beauty and grace, they named her
Juliet. Instead, their daughter grew up to be the opposite. She's a girl who cares about doing things her own way; the prank

master way.

When her parents bring her to a new town in search of inspiration for their careers, Juliet is enrolled into a new school. A few
unexpected situations make her first day of school, one to remember. Now, after having not pulled a prank in a while, she is

quickly back to her old self. Though this time it's not just all be all about pranks. Juliet might be running into a few unexpected
feelings as well...

FEATURES

3 romance routes

150,000+ words

38 CGs
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15 chibi CGs

10+ original soundtracks

12 endings

Unlockable 'Special' gallery
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Secret Files is a strange series. Secret Files 1: Tunguska had a very good story, but awful voice acting and nonexistent logic.
Secret Files 2 had a slightly worse story, but slightly better logic and voice acting (though still not good). Now Secret Files 3 has
pretty good logic almost all throughout the game and actually enjoyable puzzles, but the story is incredibly short, awfully told
and the ending is so quick, you might miss it if you blink. The voice acting has been further improved and could even be called
decent now, but the audio balance is kinda wack; Nina speaks so silently sometimes that the music is 5 times louder than her
voice, on default settings.

Anyway: from a gameplay perspective, there is improvement as the game becomes much smoother as a result of improved
puzzles and logic; but from a story perspective, this game is painful, doesn't make any sense and is (luckily?) over far too
quickly. My guess is that they extracted some logic from the story and put it into the puzzles; why can't both be good for once?
We may never know, but I feel like this series could've been so much more.

Not much has changed with Nina and Max either, though there is slightly less forced humour. (Aside from the outtake reel in
the end which seems, uh...misplaced?)

The overall experience is slightly improved compared to Secret Files 2, but as an adventure game, it still isn't that great and thus
I can't really recommend it.. Many, many moons ago, my friends and I would sit down in front of our trusy Amiga's and play a
game called SmashTV, many an evening were spent blasting away (when we should have been doing homework) at the
oncoming hoards.

Fast forward several decades and that nostalgic feeling of frantic shooting, score-chasing survival is back in the form of
DEATHPIT 3000. You don't need hours of tutorials, you don't need to waste time getting to know the game, after 10 seconds
you know what you must do, shoot anything that moves (and some things that don't) and last as long as you can, how can anyone
not love that :)

Can't wait for an online multiplayer so I can show the world that I am indeed, the DEATHPIT champion!. Best bad game on
steam.. A genuinely great platformer with a powerful mario maker-esque editor. Great controls, great polish, and a great
community putting out a bunch of levels every day.. You need a good PC or it will never load I still recommend it if your PC is
good and how do u get a refund. IGNORE THE HATERS!

This route is AMAZING, especially because it has a working ATO system,
The only problem is the train cannot be driven outside the route due to the way the ATO system locks the train at a max speed. I
have no way of getting around this

Overall, this is an amazing route and should be bought. This is my first review of a Steam Product, so bear with me.

The Network Southeast Class 47 is one of my favourite add-on's for Train Simulator. The horn & engine sounds are fantastic,
the paintwork is wonderful (as it was on real engines and rolling-stock formally owned by Network Southeast) & the scenarios
are challenging (all 'Career' Mode though - I would've liked some 'Standard' Scenarios too). But the price is the reason I suggest
you go for this - \u00a32.99 for 3 scenarios, the loco in two variants of liveries and MK2 NSE Coaches. I highly recommend
this, especially for those who are just stepping into purchasing DLC for Train Simulator.. Strawberry Vinegar is a very short and
sweet yuri VN.

Yet another sweet novel from ebi-hime, it's really cute and has a fun a story about two girls, one of which is a demon who is
always hungry. It's very lighthearted and can be completed in one sitting. You will get to see a growing friendship, silly parents
and their relationship, a lot of different food, funny and cute moments.

- Pretty visuals.
- Fun characters.
- Interesting story.
- A LOT of delicious looking food CG's.
- Sweet yuri elements, don't expect some lewd stuff here.
- Multiple endings.
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Highly recommend if you're looking for a lighthearted read with a cute story and pretty visuals, or simply enjoy novels made by
ebi-hime.. Pretty funny to use these Skins in Singleplayer^^
mosty when you use a Female Character and still hear Karls deep male voice XD. Blummin awesome! A great little VR shooter
with heaps of tactical play, pepper the area with steak and grenade crowds of zombies to get up that leaderboard! Unlocking the
guns can feel like a grind, but when a new one becomes available, it feels like Christmas.
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For some reason, the incompetent employees over at Paradox decided to disable achievements if you so much as want to change
a ruler's name, before starting a game. I don't see how customizing a name or changing a flag can affect your gameplay, but
apparently Paradox is too much out of the loop with its own players, to care.

TLDR: Using the Ruler Designer disables achievements.. I think its worth it.
4 characters plus a bunch of items which is basically costumes for any character you want, is a good deal to me.
If you aren't as crazy about Soul Calibur as I am, maybe wait for a sale for the season pass.. Simple story, with no coherence
whatsoever. (Tribal lizardpeople, medieval royality? A bus?)
Awful graphics with little polish.
About 10 minutes of actual gameplay, the rest is pointless click searching for one item.
The lizard\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665aren't even good.

This game makes meeting eldritch gods a decent past time.. It's fun. You need to think but there are hints if you won't come up
with anything. It runed flawlessly on my machine (gtx 1080, 6700k) and without connection problems. Overall a solid choice for
VR coop escape room.. Game constantly crashes when reaching the 3rd round with 4 players.

Refunded until they fix the issue.. I will put this little overview of the game in three parts

1. what i think about it
2. what needs improvement
3. what i hope the devs would add in the future

-Crash Course so far seems to be inspired alot by "The Forest", you play a Space-Marine who has traveled through time with his
ship and Survival instincts take over the Surviving crew
You start with a machete then get a gun with a few bullets and then you are told to find a small wreck of the ship etc.etc.

For what it is so far i would mainly say its a diamond in the rough with unbelivable high potential, the sci-fi/Prehistoric setting
can bring alot of things to the table but handeled wrong can make this a waste of money - here is hopeing for a good future

-what needs improvement immidiatly in my opinion is the low spawn of Sticks and stones i spend the first 10 minutes playing
just looking for a bunch of rocks

and the fight with the security drone at the shipwreck is a little too hard for it being so close to the start -Git Gud- is the only
thing working so far

-Now to what i would like to see well ... there are two approaches:
.While the idea of the impending doom of the asteroid is a nice idea i would only keep it for story sake a survival game like this
works the best without time limit, anyways
i would like the game to become a little more Fallout-ish (if that makes any sense) meaning that some Ship-wrecks be turned
into little sanctuarys with tradeing and side quests and others become Bandit strongholds or maybe some guys went complete
primal and began building a wooden fortress and defend it with spear and bow (little factions could also be build up when going
in that direction)

.on the other hand the impending doom mechanic could be used in a way that we know on Day X is doomsday and it is our goal
till then to escape - if this approach is used however i would like to be the game more like a Battle Royal kind of deal so that its
less looking for Sticks and stones and more like looking for guns and ammo and the parts to flee while hunting down the other
humans that might have parts already

Anyways
I`m will keep the game and hope it will turn out great promising start so far
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